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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the past two decades, we have witnessed a huge change economic and social,
which has affected the lives and activities of each of us. The introduction of the PC,
and in particular of Internet, has been one of the engines of world economic growth
within the Information and Communication Technology (ICT). Particularly the
coming of web 2.0 (O’Reilly (2005)) has led to a real social revolution. Although
the definition of Web 2.0 is an operative one, the term is often used to explain
changes in the way users approach to web platforms. In a nutshell the term Web
2.0 refers to the set of technologies available on the web that facilitate information
sharing, distance communication and collaboration.
Originally, the web is conceived as a way to display static hypertext documents
(Web 1.0), lather we witness to birth of many web solutions that allow users to have
an high degree of freedom in the web content production. Information management
is no longer an exclusive prerequisite for computer specialists but becomes a public
domain task. There is a growing desire to communicate and to share own thoughts
and own personality on the network through the community. The companies
provide increasingly web-oriented systems for access to their databases by sharing
with users, allowing them to interact with the sources of information. These new
of web systems type have the purpose of bringing together people interested in
common topics and allow them to interact through chat or personal home-pages
that favor the publication of contents created by the users.
The time is ripe for the birth of the first social networks sites, the best example
of web 2.0 applications. In 2003 we are witnessing the debut of MySpace, which
in 2005 records a number of visited pages higher than Google’s ones. The year
2004 sees the Facebook coming, that borns in the Harvard University and then
it developes rapidly growing, until to become the social networking site of most
successful in the world. In the world of social networks, the more successful re-
cent phenomenon is Twitter, born in 2006, but between 2008 and 2009 becomes,
after Facebook and MySpace, the third most visited social networking site. It is
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estimated that today there are over 200 social networking sites.
The Web is become an ecosystem of participation, where value is created by
the aggregation of many individual user contributions. The need arises to exploit
the potential of the aggregation of these information in order to generate new
knowledge to share with all system users. These needs pose new challenges in
the research field of knowledge acquisition and organization. New user generated
contents are more and more complex and their aggregation has both economical
and social importance. The way contents are re-aggregated and organized leads
to new knowledge.
The work presented in this thesis is focused on the analysis of the processes
responsible for the generation of Collective Intelligence (CI), i.e. the knowledge
resulted from the collaboration of many individuals mediated by an intelligent
system. In such systems, man and machine work together to produce Emergent
Knowledge, which is the knowledge that is not directly found by humans in their
investigations. Intelligent systems responsible for the generation of collective intel-
ligence are called Collective Knowledge Systems (CKSs). In this type of systems
the users are producers and consumers of knowledge at the same time. In fact they
enter the information and "eat" the knowledge generated by machines through a
inference processes over data.
The diversity of operations and functionalities needs diversified data structures
and aggregations. Data can be structured like database, semi-structured like XML
documents or totally unstructured like free texts. A preliminary operation to per-
form is to process the unstructured users information. In order to achieve this
goal a CKS need for implementing a strong data structuring. By combining un-
structured and structured data it could provide a substrate for discovery of new
knowledge that is not contained in any one source. In many cases this structure is
introduced through the use of a relational database and/or XML-based technolo-
gies.
Another crucial aspect is the way people interact in the environment to com-
municate and to exchange information. Traditionally the field of research deputed
to improve interaction between users and machine is the Human Computer In-
teraction (HCI). Human Computer Interaction’s main purpose is the definition
of paradigms and tools that enable humans to attain an optimal level of comfort
while using computer based devices through proper interfaces. The new way peo-
ple interact is mediated by machines and lead to a new research field called Human
to Human Interaction (HHI). HHI is a challenging new domain where networked
information systems and intelligent environments converge for the purpose of helps
people to cooperate for any task, any time and any where. It describes how today
human interaction is largely indirect and mediated by an increasingly wide range of
technologies and devices (HHI can be seen as a human-to-computer-to-human in-
teraction). All this peculiarities allows easier knowledge exchange between people
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and machines, increasing the effectiveness of Collective Knowledge Systems.
These methodologies has been tested in a field of research developed in collab-
oration with "Dipartimento di Scienze Filologiche e Linguistiche" of the University
of Palermo for the ALS (Atlante Linguistico Siciliano - Linguistic Atlas of Sicily)
project. This is one of the first sociolinguistic projects across Italy and Europe. It
was started in the early nineties from an intuition of professor Giovanni Ruffino
(Ruffino and D’Agostino (2005)). Sociolinguistics studies the language as a dy-
namic and complex field changing over space and time. It incorporates knowledge
and information from many other disciplines, such as anthropology, sociology, psy-
chology and lately computer science and information processing.
The project is currently a joint effort with research units in Palermo, Catania
and Messina leaded by the Dipartimento di Scienze Filologiche e Linguistiche of
the University of Palermo. As stated, the project goal, from an operative point
of view, is to exploit different type of phenomena related to phonetic, lexical,
morpho-syntactic and textual aspects of language. The focus is on the relations
between the evolution, over space and time, of the usage of regional Italian and
Sicilian dialect. A relevant aspect is the dissemination of the produced results as
a way to keep track of the social evolution through language. The dissemination
is performed through specific publications and reports.
This on-going collaboration process is a perfect example of a domain hybridiz-
ing process, enabling the training on-the-field of a joint group of researchers who,
coming from the peculiarly different scientific and cultural domains pertaining to
the project, participate to the constitution of the core of a local humanities com-
puting community. The project is extensively interdisciplinary and the progress,
made from a technology point of view, are mostly in the direction of building an
inter-operable infrastructure.
The ALS framework is the virtual linguistic laboratory, developed as a web
application, built to support research’s investigation e collaboration. The purpose
of the framework is to model the entire process regarding the different steps of
data acquisition, data transformation and research hypotheses verification in the
ALS project.
The socio-linguistic researcher, that is the main actor of the ALS framework,
has to acquire information in many formats: multimedia data, audio data, question-
answer (textual) from a particular questionnaires (ALS questionnaires). The first
step of the process is the acquisition of data, that is related to the particular me-
dia type. In the second phase data are enriched with a first level of information
produced by researchers. A typical example is the linguistic annotation process,
according to which a domain expert introduces information related to the particu-
lar aspect that he wants to deep in. The new information are stored to be retrieved
in a second time, using the query tools that the ALS framework provides.
The developed framework integrate different technologies to solve the presented
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issues and uses the web technologies as a container to keep track of the overall pro-
cess for the researcher. In this way he can propose a multi-user system, that allow
collaboration between linguistic researcher by sharing of results and methodolo-
gies of data aggregation. So the collaborative aspect of the platform is a milestone
because it supports data analysis from different linguistic points of view.
One of the major issues to be taken into account is the level of usability of the
system. An high degree of usability ensures a simpler learning curve for users that
are mainly skilled in linguistic and are not used to perform complex statistical
experiments. HHI methodologies help us to obtain good level of usability and a
enjoyable user experience.
The ALS project represents also an excellent testing ground for definition of
new intelligent methodologies for knowledge discovery in database (KDD). KDD is
a process whose goal is the discovery of new patterns derived from semi-automatic
processing of data in one or more databases. These patterns are usually searched
in order to give support to the business decision-making. The most important step
of the KDD process is called Data-Mining which provides for the implementation
of specific algorithms to extract new information from the system knowledge base.
The ALS framework is able to connect high-level concepts, defined in the on-
tological level, with instances of structured data, which organize the results of the
ALS questionnaires. In this perspective, the system is able to map the charac-
teristics of the concepts by means of a semi-structured representation of the basic
elements based on XML. The user can combine high-level concepts between them
by logical relationship, so he can perform a query to retrieve information from the
system. Moreover the researcher can save the query result as a new concept that
successively can be used to make another investigation over data. So the knowl-
edge is increased as a function of the users interaction, that are able to define, and
subsequently share, new data patterns that increase the initial knowledge base.
1.1 Dissertation Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In the next section there is the list of
publications to which I gave my contribution during the Ph.D. study period. The
chapter 2 is an overview about the scientific basis of this thesis. In the specific,
the section 2.1 is a short dissertation about Knowledge Discovery in database, the
section 2.2 argues Collective Intelligence principles and finally section 2.3 intro-
duces the new research domain of Human-to-human interaction. In the chapter 3
there is a description of Linguistic Atlas of Sicily project and an overview of ALS
framework, the HHI platform deployed to support linguistic research on own work.
Then some conclusions and future works are presented in 4. While the appendix
A describe a platforms that is a good example of HHI methodologies that involves
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the use of touch screen devices of mobile devices for the information fruition in
Large Social Events.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical background
The current chapter illustrates the research areas that are the theoretical basis of
this dissertation. At first a study of the state of the art in the field of knowledge
discovery in database is presented, a topic which is the main scientific foundation
of this studies, then Collective Intelligence and Human-to-Human Interaction are
presented. The use of management techniques borrowed from Collective Intelli-
gence and a particular attention to the theme of Human-to-Human Interaction in
a social web system has allowed to explore new methodologies to build emerging
knowledge that greatly contributes increasing the knowledge base of an human-
machines system. The fields have been investigated in relation to find new ways
to add knowledge to complex systems via human interactions.
2.1 Knowledge Discovery in Database
The majority of companies operating in different sectors must often cope with
the growing amount of data that is accumulated over time and that is stored
in special systems such as databases. These data represent a valuable resource
for the discovery of useful knowledge and to provide decision support in business
processes. One example of a supermarket that, through the use of a bar code
reader, is capable to storing in a database the entire list of customers purchases.
The supermarket might get some interesting information regarding products sold
through an analysis of the data which is in their possession in order to improve
businesses.
The conventional method of acquiring knowledge from data is based on the
data analysis and their interpretation. For example, in the health sector the spe-
cialists analyze the current trends and changes in the data on a quarterly basis,
preparing a report for the healthcare organization. This report will be the starting
point on the basis of which to start the decision-making and planning of health
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care management. Similarly planetary geologists analyze images of planets and as-
teroids captured by the sensors having the need to locate and accurately categorize
the various geological phenomena of interest, such as impact craters.
Knowledge Discovery in Databases was used at the first KDD workshop in
1989 (Piatetsky-Shapiro (1991)) to emphasize that knowledge is the end product
of a data-driven discovery. It consists in development of methods and techniques
for making sense of data. It has evolved from the intersection of research fields
such as: Machine Learning, Pattern Recognition, Databases, Statistics, Artificial
Intelligence, Knowledge Acquisition for expert systems, Data Visualization, High-
Performance Computing.
The term Knowledge Discovery is defined as the nontrivial process of identifying
valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data
(Fayyad et al. (1996)). The data are a set of facts, such as tuples in a relational
database, while the pattern is an expression in a given language, which describes
a significant subset of data. Hence, extracting a pattern also designates fitting a
model to data or finding structure from data; or, in general, making any high-level
description of a set of data. The nontrivial attribute implies that some search or
inference is involved. The discovered patterns should be valid on new data with
some degree of certainty. The patterns have to be novel (at least to the system and
preferably to the user) and potentially useful, that is, lead to some benefit to the
user or task. Finally, the patterns should be understandable, if not immediately
then after some post-processing.
Figure 2.1: Knowledge Discovery phases
KDD is divided into several steps involving the preparation of the data, search-
ing for patterns, analysis and refinement of knowledge (figure 2.1). Data Mining
is the key phase that consists of applying data analysis and discovery algorithms
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that, under acceptable computational efficiency limitations, produce a particular
enumeration of patterns. It is important to say that the space of patterns is often
infinite, and the enumeration of patterns involves some form of search in this space.
Practical computational constraints place severe limits on the subspace that can
be explored by a data-mining algorithm.
The initial step of the KDD process consists in the development of application
domain understanding, relevant priori knowledge, and end user objectives. Then
it will be possible carry out the second phase, the selection of a subset of data
based on which it will search for knowledge. The third phase is characterized by
data cleaning and data preprocessing: basic operations such as removing noise or
outliers if appropriate, collecting the necessary information to build a noise model,
development of strategies to manage missing data and to manage time-varying
data. The step of data reduction and projection is aimed at the representation
of the data in an appropriate way, in relation to objectives of the research, while
size reduction and the use of processing methods has the objective of reducing the
actual number of variables to be the research process.
The choice of the data mining task (classification, regression or clustering) is
a critical step in the KDD process that precedes the selection of the Data Mining
algorithms and selection methods that make the search for patterns in the data.
This phase includes the decision about which models and parameters may be
appropriate and matching a particular data mining method with the overall criteria
of the KDD process (The end user might be more interested in the understanding
of the model rather than its predictive capabilities)
2.1.1 The Data-Mining Step
The data-mining component of the KDD process is considered the most important
phase of the entire process. It often involves repeated iterative application of
specific data-mining methods. It is primary to detect the knowledge discovery goals
that are defined by the intended use of the system. it is possible to distinguish two
main types of goals: verification and discovery. With verification, the aim of system
is verifying the user’s hypothesis, while with discovery, the system autonomously
finds new patterns. The discovery can be further divided into prediction, where
the system finds patterns for predicting the future configuration of some entities,
and description, where the system finds patterns for better explain the selected
data meaning to a user in a human-understandable form. Although the boundaries
between prediction and description are not sharp (some of the predictive models
can be used to descriptive methods and vice versa), the distinction is useful for
understanding the overall discovery goal.
Data mining involves fitting models to observed data that play the role of
inferred knowledge. This models reflect useful or interesting knowledge as a part
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of the overall, interactive KDD process where subjective human participation is
often required. Two primary mathematical formalisms are used in model fitting:
statistical and logical. The statistical approach allows for non-deterministic effects
in the model, whereas a logical model is purely deterministic. The statistical
approach to data mining tends to be the most widely used basis for practical data-
mining applications given the typical presence of uncertainty in real-world data
processes.
Most data-mining methods are based on tried and tested techniques from ma-
chine learning, pattern recognition, and statistics like: classification, clustering,
regression, and so on. The different algorithms set can often be bewildering to
both the novice and the experienced data analyst. Many data-mining methods
advertised in the literature, there are really only a few fundamental techniques.
The underlying model representation being used by a particular method typically
comes from a composition of a small number of well-known options: polynomials,
splines, kernel and basis functions, threshold-Boolean functions, and so on. Thus,
algorithms tend to differ primarily in the goodness-of-fit criterion used to evaluate
model fit or in the search method used to find a good fit. In fact most methods
can be viewed as extensions or hybrids of a few basic techniques and principles.
The primary methods of data mining methods can be viewed as consisting of
three primary algorithmic components:
1. Model representation
2. Model evaluation
3. Search method
Model representation is the language used to describe discoverable patterns;
if the representation is too limited, then an accurate model for the data can’t be
produces. It is important to comprehend that specific model representations are
being made by a particular algorithm and it’s unlikely good to another algorithm.
Increased representational power for models increases the danger of over fitting
the training data, resulting in reduced prediction accuracy on unseen data.
Model evaluation criteria consists in a quantitative statements or fit func-
tions that make an estimate of how well a particular pattern meets the goals of the
KDD process. For predictive models the evaluation is often made by a empirical
measure of accuracy on some test set. Descriptive models can be evaluated along
the dimensions of predictive accuracy, novelty, utility, and understandability of the
fitted model.
Search method consists of parameter search and model search. Once the
model representation and the model evaluation criteria are fixed, then the data-
mining algorithm is became an optimization problem. In parameter search, the
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algorithm must search for the parameters that optimize the model evaluation func-
tion. Usually the model representation is changed so that a family of models is
considered.
2.1.2 Data-Mining Methods
In literature many method to implement data mining algorithm exist. To better
understand how this methods work, it is used a simple example to make some of
the notions more concrete. Figure 2.2 shows a two-dimensional data set consisting
of 23 cases. Each point on the graph represents a person who has been given a loan
by a particular bank in the past. The horizontal axis represents the income of the
person while the vertical axis represents the total personal debt. The data have
been classified into two classes: the ’X’ point represent persons who have defaulted
on their loans and the ’O’ represent persons whose loans are in good status with
the bank. This simple data set certainly contains useful knowledge from the bank
point of view, that can be discovered.
Figure 2.2: Example of two dimensional data set
A possible method to implement data mining is Classification that consists in
learning a function that maps (classifies) a data item into one of several predefined
classes (Weiss and Kulikowski (1990)). In knowledge discovery applications exam-
ples of classification methods used as part of include the classifying of trends in
financial markets (Apte and Hong (1995)). Figure 2.3 shows a simple partitioning
of the loan data into two class regions; note that it is not possible to separate the
classes perfectly using a linear decision boundary. The bank might want to use
the classification regions to automatically decide whether future loan applicants
will be given a loan or not.
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Figure 2.3: simple partitioning of data using a linear decision boundary
Regression method consists in learning a function that maps a data item
to a real-valued prediction variable. Figure 2.4 shows the result of simple linear
regression where total debt is fitted as a linear function of income: the fit is poor
because only a weak correlation exists between the two variables.
Figure 2.4: result of simple linear regression
Clustering is a common descriptive task where one seeks to identify a finite
set of categories or clusters to describe the data (Titterington et al. (1985)). The
categories can be mutually exclusive or consist of a richer representation, such as
hierarchical or overlapping categories. Figure 2.5 shows an example of clustering
method applied to the loan data set. Note that the tree identified clusters over-
lap, allowing data points to belong to more than one cluster. All points of graph
have been represented by a ’+’ symbol to indicate that the class membership is no
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known. Closely related to clustering is the task of probability density estimation,
which consists of techniques for estimating from data the joint multivariate prob-
ability density function of all the variables or fields in the database (Silverman
(1986)).
Figure 2.5: example of clustering method applied to the loan data set
Summarization involves methods for finding a compact description for a sub-
set of data. A simple example would be tabulating the mean and standard de-
viations for all fields. More sophisticated methods involve the derivation of sum-
mary rules, multivariate visualization techniques, and the discovery of functional
relationships between variables. This method are often applied to interactive ex-
ploratory data analysis and automated report generation.
Dependency modeling consists of finding a model that describes signifi-
cant dependencies between variables. Dependency models works at structural and
quantitative level. The structural level of the model specifies, often in graphic
form, which variables are locally dependent on each other, while the quantitative
one specifies the strengths of the dependencies using some numeric scale. For ex-
ample, probabilistic dependency networks use conditional independence to specify
the structural aspect of the model and probabilities or correlations to specify the
strengths of the dependencies (Glymour (1987)), (Heckerman, 1997).
Change and deviation detection focuses on discovering the most signifi-
cant changes in the data from previously measured or normative values ((Berndt
and Clifford, 1996), (Guyon et al., 1996), (Matheus et al.) and (Basseville and
Nikiforov, 1993)).
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2.2 Collective Intelligence
The Collective intelligence idea was born in 1963 such as the goal of visionaries
throughout the history of the Internet. Douglas Engelbart, who invented group-
ware, mouse, and form of hypertext designed for collective knowledge, wrote: "The
grand challenge is to boost the collective IQ of organizations and of society" (En-
gelbart (1963)). His Bootstrap Principle was about a human-machine system for
simultaneously harvesting the collected knowledge for learning and evolving our
technology for collective learning. Collective intelligence can be taken as a scientific
and societal goal, and throw Internet the possibilities, that it happens now, are
very high. The key, as the visionaries have seen, is a synergy between human and
machines. In this type of system, both human and machine contribute actively to
the process of building intelligence. People are the producers and customers: they
are the source of knowledge, and they have real world problems and interests. Ma-
chines are the enablers: they store and remember data, search and combine data,
and draw mathematical and logical inferences. People learn by communicating
with each other, and often create new knowledge in the context of conversation.
Internet makes it possible for machines to help people create more knowledge and
learn from each other more effectively.
Collective Intelligence (CI) can be defined as the surplus of intelligence cre-
ated by a group or a community emerging by the contributors’ interactions using
a system and ultimately the Internet . There are other way to define CI like
crowd sourcing (Howe (2006)), wisdom of crowd (Surowiecki (2004)) and smart
mobs (Rheingold (2003)). All this are united by the fact that the final output is
achieved the collective efforts of individual or groups of them. The MIT Center for
Collective Intelligence conducts research on how new communications technologies
are changing the way people work together. It has this basic research question:
"How can people and computers be connected so that-collectively-they act more
intelligently than any individuals, groups, or computers have ever done before?"
(MIT).
To produce collective intelligence a key component is a Collective Knowledge
System (CKS) as a system where "machines enable the collection and harvest-
ing of large amounts of human-generated knowledge" (Gruber (2008)). A CKS
incorporates some important elements that are intelligent users able to produce
knowledge, an environment allowing exchange of relevant information and social
interactions between users and a service of knowledge retrieval such as a search
engine to find relevant information. One of the most important features of such
service is the capability to produce emergent knowledge which is the knowledge
that is not directly found by humans in their investigations.
The definition of such systems involves the ability to keep track of interac-
tions between users in the network which is known as social network analysis.
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This lead to a new way to consider networks of people producing, modifying and
exchanging information. The digital environment become in such way a Digital
Ecosystem (Di Maio (2008)) meaning that like natural ecosystem rules and are
affected and affects other components. Numerous attempts to produce and realize
systems according to the definition of collective intelligence has been carried on in
recent years. The main applications involve definition of social networks explicitly
modelled according to the Collective Intelligence principles (Lek et al. (2009)) or
the application of collective intelligent principles to build systems able to perform
specific tasks (Lertnattee et al. (2009), Mizuyama and Maeda (2010) and Maher
and Kourik (2008)).
With the high diffusion of Social Web among people, there are millions of
humans that offer their knowledge to human computer systems. It means that the
information about this people is stored, searchable, and easily shared. The goal for
the next generation of the Social Webs is to define new methodology to enhance
useful reasoning with the large amount of data that is put online by systems’ users.
True collective intelligence can emerge if the data collected from all those people
is aggregated and recombined to create new knowledge and new ways of learning
that individual humans cannot do by themselves.
2.2.1 Collective knowledge systems
It is possible to define collective knowledge systems as: human to human systems
(see section 2.3) in which machines enable the collection and harvesting of large
amounts of human-generated knowledge. This type of system are characterized by
the following features:
1. User-generated content. The knowledge base of the system is provided
by humans participating in a social process with the purpose of sharing
knowledge.
2. Human-machine synergy. The combination of human and machine pro-
vides a capacity to provide useful information that could not be obtained
otherwise. People are the producers and customers: they are the source of
knowledge, and they have real world problems and interests. Machines are
the enablers: they store and remember data, search and combine data, and
draw mathematical and logical inferences.
3. Increasing returns with scale. As more people contribute, the system
gets more useful. The system of rewards that attracts contributors and the
computation over their contributions is stable as the volume increases.
4. Emergent knowledge. The system enables computation and inference over
the collected information, leading to answers, discoveries, or other results
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that are not found in the human contributions. Emergent knowledge is the
product of a technology for assembling large sources of human-generated
content in such a way that computations can discover and conclude new
useful information.
2.2.2 Need for structured data
The Emergent knowledge is the peculiar difference of collective knowledge system
from the most common collected knowledge system. To move closer to Emer-
gent Knowledge, it is necessary to enrich user-contributed data with structured
data. Semantic Web technologies can add structured data related to the content
of the user contributions. By combining structured and unstructured data it could
provide a substrate for the discovery of new knowledge that is not contained in
any one source. The standards and infrastructure of the Semantic Web can en-
able data sharing and computation across independent, heterogeneous Social Web
applications (see section 2.3.1).
The essential difference between the classic Web and the Semantic Web is that
structured data is exposed in a structured way. There are three basic way to do
this:
• expose data that is already in the databases used to generate HTML pages
• extract the data retrospectively from user contributions
• capture the data as people share their information
The first approach consists in exposing the structured data, stored into rela-
tional database, that are used to build dynamically the unstructured web pages.
A possible technique is make accessible the structured data in web pages using
standard formats. This requires that the web developer provides to add this in-
formation to web pages during the web-site development. For example, Social
Web sites could expose their links to users as FOAF data, which is a Semantic
Web convention for representing personal contact information (Brickley and Miller
(2007)).
To extract structured data from unstructured user contributions there are sev-
eral techniques (Auer and Lehmann (2007), Mooney and Bunescu (2005) and
Suchanek et al. (2007)). For example, elaborating unstructured user contribu-
tions, it is possible to identify people, companies, and other entities with proper
names, products, possible relations the users are interested in (Agichtein and Gra-
vano (2000) and Cafarella et al. (2005)), or instances of questions being asked (Lita
and Carbonell (2004)).
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There are also semi-automatic techniques for identifying classes and relations
from unstructured user contributions, although these are a bit noisier than the di-
rected pattern matching algorithms (Suchanek et al. (2006), Lin and Pantel (2002),
Pantel and Ravichandran (2004), Pantel (2006) and Tokunaga et al. (2005)). What
is interesting is that these techniques can be used to enrich the unstructured user
data with structured data, that represents some of the entities and relationships
mentioned by users. For example if a Wikipedia web page has a reference to book
using its ISBN number, it could link to the book in structured databases of books
and be used to call APIs for obtaining it (Bizer et al. (2007)). More sophisticated
examples for extracting references to named entities and factual assertions can
also be applied. It is important to note that all these techniques require open data
access and APIs to have a real impact on the Social Web.
The third approach is to obtain structured data directly from users on the way.
In practice this technique consist in to give users tools to add structured fields and
make class hierarchies over the unstructured data. This is inappropriate for Social
Web application, because the users in this space are not there to create databases
but to socialize and be fun. However, there is a way that makes this practice
useful for the users. It is a method that reward the users for the effort generated
by this thankless task, that gives in return to them a social value for the task to
add structure to contents. We call this technique snap-to-grid.
The term "snap-to-grid" refers to an interaction pattern that many of us use
without consciously thinking about it. When you draw a shape on the screen in a
drawing program, by default the system finds the nearest point in a discrete grid
of locations to align your edges. Similarly, when you type text by a word processor
program, the system is automatically snapping your text to the nearest word in
the "grid" provided by the dictionary. Email programs do a similar "completion"
on addresses typed into the address field. For the user snap-to-grid creates a more
attractive and useful product. For example for the email application, the service
on addresses typed is indispensable to achieve all of the messages sent by the same
person, or at least from the same address. The "snap-to-grid" procedure result
is a mix of structured and unstructured data, which has far more value when
aggregated into collections.
Snap-to-grid assumes that there is a structure to data (such as constraints on its
form or values), and helps users enter data within that structure. It is important to
combine a snap-to-grid interface for soliciting structured data with motivations for
providing this data. For example, there are tools for adding structure toWikipedia
(Völkel et al. (2006)), but they depend on voluntary compliance. An interesting
approach is to combine data entry with a social system that structures the be-
havior. For example in Ahn (2006) a intelligent and useful (for adding structure
to data) game is described. In this games people are rewarded for teaching the
computer things such as what to label an image. In practice the aim of the game
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is the following: an entire image, or a well-defined region of the image, must be
label whit a word by the players that try to match the label of other players. The
motivational structure of the game and the large number of players leads to quality
of content.
2.3 Human-to-human interaction
Human-to-human interaction (HHI) is a challenging new domain where networked
information systems and intelligent environments surrounding people converge for
the purpose of better satisfaction of users’ requirements and anticipation of their
needs (Gentile et al. (2011)). HHI is derived from human-computer interaction
(HCI). Histirically, the main goal of researchers HCI field was to set up suitable
I/O interfaces for personal computers. Such interfaces had to be as intuitive to use
and as easy to learn as possible for human beings. Results achieved in this field have
resulted in hardware and software objects that are now part of our everyday life,
such as mices, graphic tablets, graphical users interfaces. Widespread distribution
of PCs and their shared acceptance in everyday life for most of us is its clearest
demonstration. Nowadays, the growing and growing diffusion of smart personal
mobile devices makes the internet more pervasive than ever, accessible through
devices in anyone’s pocket. People are able to interact whenever they mutually
agree, even when separated by long distances. This means that humans end up
interacting more and more with other humans through a computing device, as
distances grow longer and communication needs become more and more pressing.
In other words, a growing portion of HHI can be seen as a human-to-(computer-
to-)human interaction.
As shown in Figure 2.6, HHI can be enabled by means of direct (in-person)
human interactions in real environments as well as by means of virtual interacting
representations. In the first case, HHI interfaces represent devices and actuators
for natural interactions, involving the basic human senses. In the latter case, HHI
interfaces can be seen as input devices to generate a virtual representation of the
involved subject. The path (human - input technology - virtual representation
- output technology - human) is the typical path of a social network-based in-
teraction. Several human-to-computer interfaces can be used and combined to
address the interaction issues, according to the environmental conditions and the
user preferences.
2.3.1 Social network
A social network is a social structure made up of configuration of people, which are
connected to one another through one or more specific types of interdependency,
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Figure 2.6: HHI throw virtual representations
such as friendship, financial exchange, family relationships, or relationships of be-
liefs, common interest, knowledge, etc. Online Social Networking (OSN) sites are
virtual places that implements social networks in which people gather to commu-
nicate, share and discuss ideas. The social network system is represented in Figure
2.6 with the virtual representation cloud, in which virtual profile of the human are
stored.
The goal is to provide user with best formed computer interfaces to satisfy
needs of users. Some well-known OSNs, networks foster relationship building and
communications among those involved. The social software definition encompasses
a set of software systems that allow users to interact and share data.
This computer-mediated communication has become very widespread with so-
cial sites like MySpace, Facebook and Twitter, media sites like Flickr and YouTube
as well as commercial sites like Amazon.com and eBay. Social software are also
described with the terms Web 2.0 (DiNucci (1999) and Murugesan (2007)), which
define the set of applications that facilitate interactive information sharing, inter-
operability, user-centred design, and collaboration on the web. Much of what is
present in literature about Web 2.0 relates to its use by individuals because of the
speed of development in web technologies. In fact, Web 2.0 has become an impor-
tant internet application with the advent of the integration of social interaction
and web technologies.
On the internet conversations between hundreds or thousands of users have
become a usual practice. People exchange thousands of messages in online con-
versation, this type of interaction that is large scale, public, many-to-many and
persistent is named very large-scale conversation (VLSC) (Sack (2000)). The size of
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VLSCs make problematic for participants to understand and manage interaction.
Sack (2000) discussed the design criteria to transform social scientific representa-
tions into interface devices. The issue is illustrated with the description of the
conversation map system, which is a system for browsing VLSCs.
The best example of global social networking community is Facebook, which is
a virtual community opened in February 2004. As of October 2013 Facebook has
more than 1 milliard active users in a month (58% are connected every day, the
others enter about one time for month).
Chapter 3
Linguistic Atlas of Sicily
In this chapter, collective intelligence principles are applied in the context of the
Linguistic Atlas of Sicily, an interdisciplinary research focusing on the study of the
Italian language as it is spoken in Sicily, and its correlation with the Sicilian di-
alect and other regional varieties spoken in Sicily. The project has been developed
over the past two decades and includes a complex information system supporting
linguistic research; recently it has grown to allow research scientists to cooper-
ate in an integrated environment to produce significant scientific advances in the
field of ethnologic and sociolinguistic research. The definition of an integrated
methodology able to perform a comprehensive analysis in the different fields of
sociolinguistic is the ultimate goal of the Linguistic Atlas of Sicily project.
This is one of the first sociolinguistic projects across Italy and Europe. It
was started in the early nineties from an intuition of professor Giovanni Ruffino (
Ruffino and D’Agostino (2005)). Sociolinguistics is the the study and the expla-
nation of possible connections between society behaviors and language evidences.
Sociolinguistics study the language as a dynamic and complex field changing over
space and time. Sociolinguistics incorporate knowledge and information from many
other disciplines, such as anthropology, sociology, psychology and lately computer
science and information processing.
The project is currently a joint effort with research units in Palermo, Catania
and Messina leaded by the Dipartimento di Scienze Filologiche e Linguistiche of
the University of Palermo. As stated, the project goal from an operative point of
view is to exploit different type of phenomena related to phonetic, lexical, morpho-
syntactic and textual aspects of language. The focus is on the relations between the
evolution over space and time of the usage of regional Italian and Sicilian dialect.
A relevant aspect is the dissemination of the produced results as a way to keep
track of the social evolution through language. The dissemination is performed
through specific publications and reports. The on-going collaboration process is a
perfect example a domain hybridizing process, enabling the training on-the-field
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of a joint group of researchers who, coming from the peculiarly different scientific
and cultural domains pertaining to the project, participate to the constitution of
the core of a local humanities computing community.
The project is extensively interdisciplinary and the progress made from a tech-
nology point of view are mostly in the direction of building an inter-operable
infrastructure. The infrastructure is organized to allow exchange of information
and knowledge between users providing tools and methodologies to allow collective
reasoning over shared concepts. The project uses different types of data (struc-
tured, unstructured, multimedia) so a first aspect is related to data integration
and interoperability. Another important aspect is the exchange of information
resulting in the process of data aggregation. Information visualization is the last
step of the overall process.
Figure 3.1: Statistical map.
The sociolinguistics field has been investigated over the years in different na-
tions especially where the preservation of a national identity is an urgency. Nu-
merous projects have been realized and some are still working. Usually the di-
mension of the project is related to the purposes of the project itself. A common
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goal is to produce atlas representing particular linguistic occurrences. A good
example is the Linguistic Atlas of Dolomitic Ladinian and neighbouring Dialects
(https://www.sbg.ac.at/rom/people/proj/ald/aldhome.htm). This project is re-
lated to preservation and study of ladinian dialect which is an ancient language
spoken in some european regions. Another relevant example is the Linguistic (and
ethnographic) Atlas of Castille - La Mancha (http://www.linguas.net/). In this
atlas of the central region of the Iberian Peninsula, phonetic, lexical and gram-
matical information is offered. The data has been collected in situ, over the course
of several years, through interviews carried out by questionnaires and through
recorded conversations.
A transnational project is the PRESEEA project. PRESEEA is the “Project
for the Sociolinguistic Study of Spanish from Spain and America". The goal is to
coordinate sociolinguistic researchers from Spain and the Hispanic America in or-
der to make possible comparisons between different studies and materials, as well
as a basic information exchange. The main aim is to create a spoken language Cor-
pus with sufficient guarantees and rich in terms of linguistic information. A more
complete project has been carried out over the year from the Copenaghen Univer-
sity. The project is called Lanchart (http://lanchart.hum.ku.dk/aboutlanchart/)
and is working for over three decades with the definition of a multidisciplinary
centre to keep track of linguistic evolution in danish language.
3.1 Information Organization in the ALS frame-
work
The ALS (Linguistic Sicilian Atlas) framework has been developed as a virtual
laboratory and deployed as a web application. Each component of the framework
is deputed to the definition of a set of functionalities that support the researchers
in their jobs. In figure 3.2 the main flow of the process is depicted in order to
define the pipeline to acquire, transform and use data related to the project.
3.1.1 Data Integration
Data integration is a preliminary task to perform to allow information exchange
and knowledge discovery. A common way to allow data integration is to use a
neutral format. To this purpose a wide range of XML-related technologies has
been investigated. XML (Bray et al. (2006)) is becoming de-facto the universal
language for data exchange over the web. Some standard interfaces like SAX (sax)
and DOM (Wood et al. (2000)) have been defined to directly access the content
of an XML document. The XML structure naturally discriminates between data
and data structures. At present XML has a series of related technologies and
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Figure 3.2: The main interactions of the overall project and the main interactions
between users and system components.
formalisms useful to perform particular operations. Some examples are the DTD
(Bosak et al. (2000)), and the XML Schema (Fallside and Walmsley (2004)), used
to check and to validate the format of a particular XML document. To obtain a
XML document from another one XSLT (Kay (2007)) transformations are used.
XPath (DeRose and Clark (1999)) and XQuery (Siméon et al. (2007)) are used
to query XML databases. The family of related technologies is growing and is
able to perform more and more complex operations. The utilization of XML to
perform annotation process starts from the past decade (Carletta et al. (2002)).
The widely accepted approach is intended to define an abstract level of annotation
that is independent from the physical organization of the process. The major
problem is the multiple overlapping hierarchies, a peculiar characteristic of the
nature of linguistic information. In the annotation process a single element can
be analyzed in many ways and this leads to overlapping layers of annotations. An
approach able to deal with the multidimensional nature in the annotation process
is required. Many systems to perform annotation like GATE (Cunningham et al.
(1996)), ATLAS (Bird et al. (2000)), or AWA (Artola et al. (2009)) have been
developed. To solve the problem of the standoff annotation a system able to switch
between the different annotation schemas is required. The other peculiar problem
of the presented framework is related to the integration of different sources. An
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XML based approach (Feng et al. (2008) and Draper et al. (2001)) to integrate
different data sources is to prefer where some data are in an XML format or can
be easily produced in an equivalent way.
3.1.2 Data Acquisition and Organization
Usually, the first step is data acquisition. Data have been acquired over the years
trough a set of digitally recorded interviews that are derived from a multi-part ques-
tionnaire. The usual methodology developed in the ALS project allows to compare
different results over time. The interviewed population is organized for families: a
fixed number (usually five) of related people is chosen from different generations
(usually three). The same number of families for a particular geographic point in
Sicily is selected in order to have compatible clusters. In a standard questionnaire
there are three main parts: a biographic section, a meta-linguistic section, and a
linguistic section. The first section is composed of questions focused about per-
sonal information, statistics, level of instruction (personal and familiar), cultural
consumes and other similar information useful to have a social characterization.
The metalinguistic section is composed of questions investigating the perception
and the self-perception about the two different linguistic codes (Italian language
and Sicilian dialect) and the ability to move within the two codes. The third sec-
tion regards specifically language and translation skills between the two codes or
other related exercises.
After data acquisition, the information from the first and second section is
stored into a relational database, while the third section is transcribed and than
annotated directly by domain experts. In practice, a set of attributes is related
to the transcript, to mark the linguistic phenomena. The result is a valid XML
document responding to a XML schema, reflecting the level of annotation. There
are two main components in a schema: a common part used to apply general infor-
mation that is relevant for the retrieval part of the process, and a specific part that
is defined by the domain expert. Different annotation schemas have been realized.
Schemas for phonetic annotation work at a single word level, lexical annotation
works at a phrase level and textual annotation works on a bigger portion of text.
The last one makes the expert able to keep track of the interaction progress as
well as people behaviors during the interview. Future definitions of new schemes
are not precluded. New schemes can allow researchers to perform text analysis at
a different level of abstraction, still not defined. The XML documents resulting
from annotation, are stored in an XML-based DBMS.
The last part of the process is the retrieval of useful information. This process
is defined in two main steps:
1. defining an integration process in conjunction with a query service, which
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is able to retrieve information both from structured and semi-structured
sources
2. knowledge discovery and visualization service, which is able to return useful
information for users, to aggregate in a convenient way and to show infor-
mation on a map for displaying geographic correlation between information
items.
The entire framework is arranged into different sub-systems (Fig. 3.3). The
main components are: the ALSDB (ALS Data Base) that manages relational data,
the ALSML (ALS Meta Language) that manages semi-structured data, and the
ALSGIS (ALS Geographic Information Systems) for visualization. More exter-
nal components have been realized to allow data entry or annotation, and are
complementary to the ALS framework.
Figure 3.3: The three main components of the ALS project, the complementary
tools and the data sources of the framework.
3.1.3 Information Definition Process
The process is an iterative one, and it allows cross validation between different
users. An important feature is the possibility to share and prove hypothesis based
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on empiric evidences found in the interrogation phase. The organization of the
framework allows this exchange between different researchers.
The ALSDB is a central part in the process of knowledge discovery. A full
automatic procedure able to retrieve the information, according to the user needs,
has been realized (Russo et al. (2009)). The core process is the definition of a corre-
spondence between the concepts in the ontology representing high-level hypothesis
in the various domains of interest and the different views of a relational database.
The user can be interested in different concepts with a different abstraction de-
gree. He can reason with concepts that are at a very high level of abstraction (i.e.
the perception of the user, his self-perception) or with basics concepts (i.e. the
speaker’s age, his degree of study). For this reason, the level of granularity of data
doesn’t allow a simple correlation between the main investigation variables, and
even a simple query requires many lines of SQL code.
A possible solution to this problem is to use a correspondence XML file. The
XML correspondences and the data of the DBMS are the inputs of the system
to retrieve information. A correspondence between a concept and the database is
defined through a mapping process, whose results are writ-ten in a XML file and
validated according an ad-hoc built DTD. Every concept can be related to one or
more table in the DBMS. For every table is possible to define the list of attributes
that are involved in the concept definition. The correspondence is set also at a
table level: the tables with attributes can be related with Boolean relations that
are NOT, OR, AND.
After the definition of the correspondence between a concept and some tables
it is possible to define some constraints for the mapping. Constraints are defined
at a class level in the DTD with the list of possible attributes. Without defining
constraints the mapping results in a default selection query. Using this paradigm,
the user can compose a more complex query in an intuitive way throw a simple
web interface, without writing lines of SQL code. The web interface allows users
to refine results and save all the needed information. The result of a query is a
set of tuples matching the selection criteria. The results can be saved as a new
concept and be used as a starting point for further investigations. In this way the
system produces an incremental knowledge base that is controlled by the domain
experts. This knowledge base is accessible to other researchers to be validate and
used in his domain of interest.
The ALSDB component works on a persistence layer data, composed by a set
of XML files. For each concept, one persistent XML file exists that contains all the
entries matching with the criteria defined inside it. This has several advantages.
From the software engineering point of view, if objects are persistent, they can be
easily defined as entities in the project (the domain classes). Another advantage
is a better portability of the application: the presence of an abstraction layer from
data gives the possibility to change easily their access policies, the interfaces or
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the data drivers. The described persistence level has been implemented using the
iBatis persistence framework (Begin et al. (2007b)).
3.2 The Main Framework Components
3.2.1 The ALSDB Component
The web interface for query composition is shown in figure 3.4. In the top left
column the user can select the possible answers to a single question, defined into
the questionnaire. In the top right column the user can choose an item in a list
of concepts. Many types of concepts are available: some of them have been saved
by other users or they are related to towns, scholar levels, family typologies, and
so on. The selected concepts are added to the query panel to perform actual
investigations.
This GUI allows to define complex research criteria by mixing concepts through
boolean relationships. The user selects some the criteria that are inserted in the
container of the temporary criteria to be aggregated with other ones. When select-
ing more than one concept, the user can put them in logical relationship (AND,
OR), and insert them in the bottom container of the composed criteria. Infinite
expressions can be inserted in the criteria container, and the user can either select
one criterion to perform the query using the “Run Query" button, or re-use it in
conjunction with other criteria through the “Use criterion" button. In the last
case, the selected expression will be reinserted in the top container of temporary
criteria, and it will be mixed in AND-OR relationships with other concepts, to
create complex expressions increasingly.
Then user requests will be translated into a SQL query. The SQL code will
have a “WHERE" clause that can be composed by a complex expression, using
parentheses to manage priorities. A priority matrix is defined purposely to handle
the incremental mechanism of expressions composition. Such a matrix contains
all the information about concepts that are used in the query, the relationships
between them, along with their priorities defined using parentheses. This matrix
is created incrementally while the user combines the concepts using the GUI. The
key point of the query generation service is precisely the priority matrix whose
structure and contents are needed to generate the XML correspondence file and
to build dynamic query.
3.2.2 The Transcription and Annotation Tools
The annotation tools are used to transform portions of the interview (in third part
of questionnaires) into semi-structured documents, which contain information (an-
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Figure 3.4: The web interface for the query composition of relational data
notation labels) about the different levels of research investigation. A tool is used
to produce transcriptions directly from listening audio. Such a tool has been re-
alized starting from the Wavesurfer software (Sjolander and Beskow (2000)), an
open source tool for sound visualization and manipulation. WaveSurfer is highly
customizable and adaptable to any type of analysis and audio processing the re-
searcher wants to perform. The original version has many different configurations,
each of which changes the interface by showing the most frequently used tools for
any particular field of interest.
To customize WaveSurfer to ALS transcription needs, a new configuration
called "ALS Transcriptio" has been created (Fig. 3.5), which consists of many
panels. The first one displays the spectrogram of the audio file to be annotated.
A spectrogram is a graphical representation of the sound intensity as a function
of time and frequency. The second panel shows the waveform of the signal that
is a graphical representation of the sound levels, and can be used as a reference
for the timing labels positioning. Another panel displays a time scale that acts as
a reference for all other panels, which are aligned to it. The last two panels are
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Figure 3.5: The implemented ALS transcription panels on WaveSurfer.
specifically designed for creating and managing phono-orthographic and phonetic
transcriptions.
Using this customized version of WaveSurfer, the linguistic researchers can
make a careful transcription of interviews. They mark a temporal interval, spec-
ifying timing labels inside one of last two panels described above, and type the
related text. To save transcription, the software creates a single text file in which
the start time, the final instant and the text for each label are stored.
To annotate linguistic phenomena, the domain expert works directly on the
XML files that are generated from the WaveSurfer transcription, using a wrapper.
This tool transforms timing labels and transcript text into valid XML files. It also
add to the document some information: interviewed biographical data, reference
to recorded interviewee sound file, pointer to ALS questionnaire and others. The
software shows a small form window with a set of input fields. The most part of the
fields are automatically filled by the wrapper, taking the information stored in both
the relational database and some configuration files. This process adds structure
to data that originally are full unstructured. Its output is an Xml transcription
file, that isn’t yet ready to be elaborated from ALSML Component.
Now the researcher can perform the annotation. He can use one of the de-
fined annotation levels, simply associating the correct schema to XML documents
produced by wrapper. So he can label the text using the tags set and related at-
tributes, defined into the chosen XML schema. To help this operation, researchers
use a XML Editor software, which makes it easier to insert annotation tags with
auto-completion of code. The annotated document is then saved by the user as a
file that will be uploaded successively into the ALSML Component.
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Figure 3.6: Workflow to build Xml transcription files
3.2.3 The ALSML Component
The ALSML component is deputed to manage the XML annotated documents.
The system interfaces with the Oracle Berkeley DB XML (Begin et al. (2007a))
to store XML files of transcriptions. In general, a native XML database organizes
files into folders that are indeed called containers. A container is the equivalent of
a database for relational DBMS. To manage these containers, the XQuery (Siméon
et al. (2007)) language is used. This is a programming language specified by W3C
and intended to query XML documents and databases. XQuery uses the syntax
of XPath expressions for selecting specific portions of XML documents, with the
addition of the so-called FLWOR (For Let Where OrderBy Return) expressions to
make complex queries. In particular, the FLWOR constructs played a crucial role
in building the complex queries that are necessary to the investigation of linguistic
phenomena.
In addition to basic functions for managing containers (i.e. add, remove, and
show documents) the ALSML component provides the users with a graphical web
interface to define the investigation on data. The end user can define a very
complex query without writing a single line of XQuery code, but simply using the
graphical interface (Fig. 3.7).
This interface is built dynamically in relation to the current annotation level
that has been chosen by the linguistic researcher. All fields about the annotation
tags, contained within the first two panels, are populated with the information
encoded in the XML schema associated with current container. The remaining
fields are populated with data contained in the headers of XML documents (see
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Figure 3.7: The graphical interface of the ALSML component of the framework.
paragraph 3.2.2).
By selecting the values of fields presented in the GUI, the user can define
an interrogation, which will become a query to be submitted to the system. To
this purpose, the first operation for the researcher is determining the so-called
"unitary tag of research" among all possible linguistic tags. This tag represents
the entity that the user is searching for, as the smallest piece of information to be
detected. Only after this choice, the user can define constraints that characterize
her research. These constraints can refer to tags (and their attributes) that have
a direct lineage with the "unitary tag of research" including the unitary tag itself;
otherwise the result of the query would be null. At a technical level, the choice of
this tag represents a crucial phase in the composition of XQuery.
As stated previously, Xquery consists of different FLWOR nested constructs
(Fig. 3.8). The degree of relationship, between the "unitary tag of research" and
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another tag belongs to a constraint, and determines to which level of the FLWOR
expression the same constraint must be locked.
Figure 3.8: An example of an automatically built FLWOR nested construct.
After selecting this important tag, the user can compose complex search criteria
using boolean logic. To this aim, the panel has two panes: the OR pane and the
AND pane. Such panes are used to enter the search parameters to compose the
query. The user can add multiple criteria to the OR panel. Such OR sets may be
connected in a AND relationship with other ones that are in the AND pane by
clicking on the central insert button. Furthermore, the user can edit a criterion
that is in the AND pane moving it to OR pane through the "edit condition" button.
All of these features (creation of the criteria and generation of the corresponding
XQuery) are handled at client side, using JavaScript, to relieve the web server
of computational burden produced by such a work. The interface detailed above
gives the user great versatility in query construction; the system can generate very
complex FLWOR structures. All the process is transparent to the user who does
not know the complexity of XQuery generated by the system.
After defining the criteria, the system queries the Berkeley DB and displays
results in a new window. As specified above, such a window (Fig. 3.9) contains
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Figure 3.9: The results of an interrogation process and the option to save a new
named concept
the list of tags that match the search criteria specified by user. This set of tags
is divided into groups; each of them is accompanied by a small header summa-
rizing the information about the informant which heads the tags group. Another
peculiarity of this page is the presence of an audio player to listen the audio regis-
tration of an interview or a small portion of this. The result window contains also
statistic information about the research, useful to linguistic researchers for their
investigations.
The ALSML Component allows to increment the knowledge base of the system
because it provides the possibility to package the query results into a concept that
can be utilized to query the relational database. After saving the concept, it’s
possible to find it in the query interface of ALSDB component (Fig. 3.4) where it
can be mixed with other concepts to generate a new one.
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This feature allows to correlate the investigation variables belonging to first,
second and third section of the ALS questionnaire. In this way, the system allows
information exchanging about the saved concepts in order to build a common
knowledge base regardless the creation process used by the researchers. Moreover,
reasoning at different levels of abstraction is enabled. The process is intentionally
managed at the user level to maintain a requisite of the project: the researchers
want to have direct control and access to data, and want to be guided by their
analysis and aggregation processes. Stored Concepts can be used freely if they are
compliant to new findings.
3.2.4 The ALSGIS Component
The visualization tools are a relevant aspect of the project to support decisions and
disseminate results. Information visualization is a very important key to achieve
better research results. As stated in (McCormick B.H. (1987)) the visualization of
information can be seen as a method of computing because it enables researchers to
see the unseen and enrich the process of scientific discovery. Nowadays Geographic
Information Systems (GISs) are increasingly being used for effective accessibility
to spatial data (Jing et al. (2008)).
The ALSGIS is the part of the project related to tools and methodology able
to produce results geographically referenced. One of the major factors is the geo-
graphic dependence in data evolution. To this aim a complex set of tools has been
developed: some tools are stand-alone while others are collaborative and web-
based. As previously stated, data exploration can be performed following several
directions of investigation and different modalities. This has lead to a methodology
where the interaction with users is the main driver of the process.
There are two main types of outputs for the process: maps and data sheets.
The researchers have to build their own data visualization that is strictly related
to the type of research to perform. A general paradigm of data visualization
through visual tools defines different levels of exploration: usually users are fo-
cused on a general overview of the over-all information, then they process the data
with proper filters and zooming functions and at last they ask for more details.
This organization is also known as the Shneiderman’s Visual Information Seek-
ing Mantra : "overview first, zoom and filter, details-on-demand" (Shneiderman
(1998)). This approach is particularly suited to obtain useful data organization
and visualization.
To obtain a set of geographically referenced visualization many tools that are
freely available have been personalized. A first experience (see figure 3.10) has
been performed with the combination of Google Maps (gma) and Google Charts
(gch).
The visualization of raw data in data sheets has to face the problem of data
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Figure 3.10: A visualization of a concept with several attributes
aggregation at run-time. The framework provides different tools to perform fast
and reliable data visualization like the possibility to incorporate visualizations such
as the ones defined in the Many Eyes tool. (man).
3.3 Case Study
This section reports a case study where all the features in the framework are
involved. It’s used to better explain how the framework allows collaborative work
between users. A typical scenario involves different actors, and different instances
of the same actor. The interaction between different users is managed by the
framework that exposes the new concepts defined from a single researcher.
One of the main advantages of the process is that shared concepts defined by
a single researcher are shared with the empirical evidences related to her investi-
gation (that is the underlying data). In this way, the story of producing a concept
is presented immediately to the other researchers.
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The typical user is an expert in the sociolinguistic field or has a particular
expertise in one of the annotation levels. The figure (Fig. 3.11) illustrates the
main scenarios as well as the relations between different users.
Figure 3.11: The high level scenarios definition and their correlation with different
users
The researchers usually perform query operations and validate results either in
a direct way by means of observation of the results or in an indirect way via the
definition of new concepts in the framework. The definition of new concepts leads
to new knowledge in the framework that other users have to validate in order to
be employed. This validation process has been intentionally left to single users.
In this way, reasoning about new concepts takes into account two main variables:
the user, which creates a new concept, and the level of granularity of the concept
itself. Concept definition is related to the family of saved concept via a direct
descent relation. Each new concept is an offspring of another one that has been
defined previously. As a consequence, it is always possible to determine how a new
concept has been built.
This case study reports the creation of a concept related to the interviewee
self-perception defined according to the way he felt his spoken language. Such a
concept represents a particular subclass of a linguistic variable known as diatopia,
which is the correlation between linguistic variations and the geographic area of
origin. The presented question is intended to specify how the user perceives himself
as different in relation to language traits in neighbor towns such as the intonation
of spoken words, the phonetic aspects of pronunciation, and other relevant aspects.
The process of data acquisition is performed through the ALSML component of
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the infrastructure with a new level of annotation that is strictly related to the
researcher, which is able to categorize the answers of users according to the main
classes that have been defined.
In the presented scenario, the researcher was able to define seven different main
classes with six/seven subclasses for each class. The first step of the process is the
observation of the raw results like the number of occurrences of each class accord-
ing to the defined classification. After the first analysis, which is useful to evaluate
the classification ontology empirically, the researcher starts to search new possible
correlations with other classifications defined from different users. This process
is performed using the ALSDB component of the system which incorporates the
quantitative results of previous observations. The researcher can use either all the
classification defined from other researchers or only one aspect of the classifica-
tion. This is an important side effect of the classification process, which builds
close classes in the population for any given classification. As an example, in the
presentation scenario the researcher can relate his classification not only to usual
built-in variables like gender or level of education, but also with entirely different
domains like the domains that have been defined earlier that regard the degree
of formalism in the spoken language, through the definition of public and private
language differences used for other researches.
This process can be iterated over different qualitative and/or quantitative vari-
ables. The result is a different classification of the same population that can be
visualized in the cartography component of the framework. In this way, the pro-
cess of concepts definition can be performed in a collaborative environment with
an high degree of interaction with the users and the framework. The overall pro-
cess has been proved to be useful by the involved research community as a non
invasive way to add and formalize knowledge to allow the growth of the collective
intelligence in a common environment.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future Works
The work presented in this thesis is focused on the analysis of the processes respon-
sible for the generation of Collective Intelligence (CI), i.e. the knowledge resulting
from the collaboration of many individuals mediated by an intelligent system, so
called Collective Knowledge Systems (CKS). The keys to getting the most from
CKS, toward true collective intelligence, are tightly integrating user-contributed
content and machine-gathered data, and harvesting the knowledge from this com-
bination of unstructured and structured information.
The Emergent knowledge is the peculiar feature of collective knowledge system.
To move closer to Emergent Knowledge, it is necessary to enrich user contributed
with structured data. For example Xml and Semantic Web technologies can be
used to add structured data to the user content. Moreover by combining struc-
tured and unstructured data it could provide a substrate for the discovery of new
knowledge that is not contained in any one source.
A crucial aspect of Collective Knowledge Systems is the way people interact
in the environment to communicate and to exchange information. Today human
interaction is largely indirect and mediated by an increasingly wide range of tech-
nologies and devices. This new way of people interaction lead to a new research
field called Human to Human Interaction (HHI). HHI is a challenging new research
field where networked information systems and intelligent environments converge
for the purpose of help people to cooperate for any task, any time and any where.
HHI can be seen as a human to human interaction mediated by computers, in the
way that machines are the more transparent as possible. Therefore the direction of
the interactions is human-(to-computer)-to-human interaction. All this peculiar-
ities allows easier knowledge exchange between people and machines, increasing
the effectiveness of Collective Knowledge Systems.
The principles and best practices of Collective Intelligence to produce intelligent
systems have been used in the definition of a framework for HHI in the linguistics
fields, the ALS framework. The definition of an integrated methodology able to
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perform a comprehensive analysis in the different fields of sociolinguistics is the
ultimate goal of the Linguistic Atlas of Sicily project. The framework is intended
to allow exchange of information and interoperability between users in the field
of sociolinguistics. Moreover it enables the emergence of new knowledge by the
synergy between the users and the system.
One of the main advantages for users is the transparency of the processes re-
lated to information retrieval and fusion starting from heterogeneous data. The
framework is able to produce and process structured, semi-structured, and un-
structured data, according to users’ needs. An important feature is the control
of data source that the users have. In this way the researchers involved in the
processes can always perform check and verification of the data, underlying the
concepts definition. Another important feature is the possibility to use different
concepts derived from different users: this allows cross-validation and creation of
new knowledge.
In the following there is a list of the main CI principles that have been applied
to the ALS framework:
1. User-generated content. The knowledge base of the system is provided
by humans participating in a social process with the purpose of sharing
knowledge. The content of the ALS project are directly created by linguistic
researchers that are the experts in the domain field. So the user has the
complete "control of information", even some process of handling content
(transcription and annotation tasks) are time consuming operations. More-
over, due to the highly interdisciplinary nature of the project, the user can
generate contents at different levels: interview, transcription files, annota-
tion files, multimedia resources and hypothesis in the form of concepts. The
flow control in the user-generated content creation is one of the main CI
principles adopted.
2. Human-machine synergy. The combination of human and machine pro-
vides a capacity to generate useful information that could not be obtained
otherwise. People are the producers and customers: they are the source of
knowledge, and they have real world problems and interests. Machines are
the enablers: they store and remember data, search and combine data, and
draw mathematical and logical inferences. In the ALS project data are or-
ganized through different modalities, from structured to unstructured, and
their retrieval is performed through metadata information that are stored in
the proper format. The query process is a perfect example of human-machine
synergy: users don’t have to possess skills in query language formulation,
because the system provides an engine that allows query composition and
execution only by graphical objects utilization.
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3. Increasing returns with scale. As more people contribute, the system
gets more useful. The system of rewards that attracts contributors and the
computation over their contributions is stable as the volume increases. In the
system the definition of a procedure able to combine results from different
users allows new researcher to incorporate high value information with low
effort. This feature is highly welcomed from new researchers and to pass
information on the fly in order to be validated.
4. Emergent knowledge. The system enables computation and inference over
the collected information, leading to answers, discoveries, or other results
that are not found in the human contributions. The definition of emergent
knowledge is the result of the search component of the system. The engine
to produce knowledge is useful to evaluate hypothesis. Only the user knows
if the obtained result is compliant with the hypothesis, so the researchers
decides if the concept has to be added to the knowledge base. The emergent
knowledge produced is directly bounded to data through the query compo-
sition process.
5. Need for structured data To move closer to Emergent Knowledge, it is
necessary to enrich user-contributed data with structured data. The frame-
work is able to incorporate high level concepts into semi-structured data
through proper correspondences. The level of granularity of the correspon-
dence reflects the grain of the concepts. The more the concept is specific the
less the data related are in number. This mechanism is completely transpar-
ent to user that can interface with the system without knowledge of the data
aggregation engine. Moreover some tools for data preparation (transcription
and annotation) are precisely designed to add structure to data using xml-
like techniques. It means that this information can be automatically used
by the system to generate new knowledge.
Future works are in the direction of a more explicit definition of the process of
knowledge sharing with the introduction of a search engine service. This service
will be used from researchers to address particular findings that are relevant to
them or to other users. The preliminary effort is the definition of a fair trade-off
between the increasing of computational load for the users who has to annotate
somehow the created concepts and the effective benefits of new and automatic
concepts highlighted by the search engine.
We must recognize that intelligence is distributed wherever there is humanity,
and that this intelligence, distributed everywhere, can be exploited to the full by
the new technologies. Today, if two people know two things away complementary,
through internet and Web 2.0, they can really get into communication with each
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other, share their knowledge, to cooperate. Resolution of problems through col-
laboration and sharing is the basic principle of collective intelligence. On one side
is accentuated individuality, each user in fact tends to assert itself and to want
to be different from the crowd at all costs, on the other hand it is inevitable to
become part of a group. Social networks and social media in general are strongly
influenced by interactions between people.
Dialogue, discussion, complaints or simply highlighting certain content: every-
thing is expanded through technology, characterized mainly by the rate of diffusion
and the multiple modes of communication. Internet’s users often become genera-
tors of content. Blogs are an expression pattern of their skills, their ideas, or their
interests. YouTube is a prime example of how the users of the internet they are
also producer. But, individuality, can also give rise to collaboration. It is possible
to say that with social networks has opened the era of sharing knowledge and
information.
Appendix A
A platforms for HHI in Large
Social Events
In this appendix an information system built to provide people with rich user
experiences, when attending museums or exhibits, is analyzed according to the
human-to-human interaction (HHI) research domain. The HHI (see section 2.3) is
a challenging new domain, an exciting field of design originating from the conver-
gence of a few well-established research areas, such as traditional graphical user
interfaces (GUIs), tangible user interfaces (TUIs), touchless gesture user inter-
faces (TGUIs), voice user interfaces (VUIs), and brain computer interfaces (BCIs)
(Gentile et al. (2011)).
Well-studied technologies as ubiquitous and pervasive computing currently im-
plement and employ networked information systems on many important applica-
tions. In addition, the ever-growing communication bandwidth offers new oppor-
tunities for bringing richer multimedia contents readily available in mobile devices
and public interactive system such as large-scale displays. While large-scale dis-
plays keep popping up in public places, but very few of them at present show
significant interaction capabilities. In this panorama, cloud-based information sys-
tems and intelligent environments surrounding people do converge for the purpose
of better satisfaction of users’ requirements and anticipation of their needs.
In the recent years, many HCI and Interaction Designer researchers carried out
a significant number of studies on interaction techniques in large spaces. In (Ruan
et al. (2010)) Ruan et al. present TouchInteract: a novel interaction technique
with large displays using touchscreen phones, allowing users to remotely control
the large displays using their touchscreen on mobile phone, allowing and enhanc-
ing multiuser (humanhuman) interaction in large open space. In (Mladenov et al.
(2012)) authors propose a system which aims at making brain-computer interfaces
popular with consumer products, providing a more natural human computer in-
teraction (HCI). They aspire to make the BCI systems more attractive to users
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and to develop applications that go beyond the medical care services. In (Vlam-
ing et al. (2008)) authors point out how multi-touch interaction with small and
large displays has received much attention in recent years. They set up a system
that tracks the thumb and index fingers per hand for both motion and grabbing
gestures detection. This technique allows users to indirectly interact with objects
on large presentation screens from a distance, possibly with the help of a separate
small display, enhancing human-human interaction in large spaces.
In this chapter is presented QRouteMe, that could be considered as a virtual
place built upon a real trade show implementing social networks capabilities, in
which visitors and exhibitors meet together to communicate, share and discuss
about products, experiences, and possible trade exchanges. To realize these goals it
is essential to provide users with attractive interfaces to satisfy their needs through
an enjoyable user experience. The social software definition encompasses a set of
software components that allow users to interact and share data. This system has
been built and deployed to address some specific issues in the field of Human to
Human Interaction. Here the design and the evolution of the QRouteMe platform
from an architectural point of view is discussed, showing several case studies.
A.1 Related work
The definition and implementation of complex systems able to support users in
indoor environments like an exhibit or a museum is an active and multidisciplinary
research field. This issue has been researched from many perspectives starting from
the process of contents definition and organization to personalization from different
users or localization for indoor environments.
An example of complex system is the Cyberguide (Genco et al. (2006)) work,
which defines a set of different prototypes both for indoor and outdoor guides. The
system was designed as a combination of four main components: a cartographer
component including the map (or maps) of the physical environments that the
tourist is visiting, a librarian component which is the information repository con-
taining all the information to be presented, a navigator component used to keep
track of the users’ positions in the environment, and a messenger component used
to record message exchanges to/from users to system.
The Hippie/HIPS project (Oppermann and Specht (2000)) is another relevant
system that is focused on development of an exhibition guide, providing guidance
and information services. Starting from the observations about the visitor’s move-
ments through the exhibition the system create a user profile and suggests other
interesting exhibits or paths inside the current exhibits.
In the PEACH project (Stock et al. (2007)) the generation of some position
related contents and post-visit reports are automatically performed. The CHIP
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project (Aroyo et al. (2007)) tries to combine Semantic Web techniques to provide
personalized access to digital museum collections both online and in the physical
museum. The above-mentioned projects and other related work try to exploit the
possibility of automatically define related information for a guide. Most of the
works are focused on an explicit definition of a knowledge base while some works
tries to implicitly define a user model. The user model definition is based on sta-
tistical models rather than recommendation techniques (Albrecht and Zukerman
(2007)).
Another point of view to build a museum guide is to target not just a single user
but also a group visiting a museum. The Sottovoce (Aoki et al. (2002)) system
is designed specifically for this goal, providing for a communication mechanism
to support interaction. The system provides user with tools for human-human
interaction during the visit.
The user position is another important asset for these systems that is addressed
distinguishing between indoor positioning and outdoor positioning. Both technolo-
gies require an electronic infrastructure to register measurements. In Mulloni et al.
(2009) the Signpost system is presented that is used as a location-based conference
guide. The system works only with Windows Mobile phones but is able to be used
in largescale events. Another way to achieve the same functionality is through the
detection of the position by comparing a set of floorplans against an image taken
from the cell-phone camera (Hile and Borriello (2008)). This method has a major
disadvantage because it requires that all the floorplans for a particular building be
available and processed ahead of use.
A.2 QRouteMe
QRouteMe is an information system for exhibition spaces implementable in fairs,
exhibits, and large events. The system is made for large display areas or places
that receive large crowds, needing interactive information. The system tasks range
from the positioning of users within the site to the trade promotion.
QRouteMe is a system that integrates totem/kiosks and mobile devices for the
information fruition in display areas. Through these tools, users (tourists, visitors,
business men) can access the information (text, images, videos, views) provided by
system, identify their own position inside the exhibition area and receive related
information, locate points of interest and directions to reach them. Furthermore it
is possible to visualize specific augmented reality views of objects, artifacts, works
of art, products, or, more generally, any item of interest.
On the other side, QRouteMe administrators can perform a number of tasks,
such as monitoring the distribution of users, accessing to back-end information
in real time, updating information about the POIs to reflect last-minute changes,
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displaying usage statistics in real time, and providing for event information to the
public with ad-hoc viewgraphs projected on suitable spots (an example is given in
Figure A.1).
QRouteMe establishes a permanent link with the users of the event that remains
active even after the end of the event thanks to the mobile application and the
mobile information site, both important tools to maintain contact with the users
all year around.
A.2.1 System Architecture
QRouteMe is a client-server solution composed by tree subsystems: QRouteMe
Platform, QRouteMe On Site and QRouteMe Front End (see figure A.1).
Figure A.1: QRouteMe infrastructure
The first of these subsystems implements the majority of the QRouteMe func-
tions and acts as the server side part of the system. It includes different modules
and the system database, which stores the information domain. QRouteMe Plat-
form contains the Mobile and Kiosk modules that manage the information to be
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sent to different devices, that interact with the system and, if necessary, syn-
chronize the information on the various devices. These two modules also update
into the database all user access information that is managed by Statistics and
"Infographics" modules.
The Statistics module collects data on system access and usage, and organizes
it based on organizers specific requests (number of accesses, access to certain infor-
mation, website real time reports, event notifications and any useful information).
The "infographics" module present the gatherd data to the public, according to
project requirements. QRouteMe On Site is deputed to manage the user interface
of the system, designed to ensure a good user interaction. It implements all the
modules that manage the touch screen totem graphical user interface, the info-
graphics screen projection into the large screens on the wall and the mobile site of
QRouteMe interface that provides a dedicated web site for all type of smartphones
and a mobile app specifically designed for Apple devices.
QRouteMe Front End incorporates also a subsystem allowing the customer to
create, read, modify and delete the data that the system shows to users.
A.2.2 Scenarios
To better understand the features of QRouteMe is useful to give some use cases of
the system. A possible scenario is the description of the experience of a user that,
inside an exhibit, arrives in front of a interactive touch screen totem and, through
its interface, navigates the content provided by the system, until he identifies
an exhibitor, whose stand he wants to visit. Once he has obtained the page,
the system displays the map of the pavilion and the path between the selected
exhibitor’s stand and the totem utilized by the user. In addition the system offers
the same path through a QR (Quick Response) code displayed on the screen; the
visitor equipped with a camera smartphone, can point his mobile device on the
QR code, which provides immediate access to the mobile version of the map with
the same route displayed on the totem screen, so that he can take with him during
the visit inside the stand.
Another possible scenario involves a mobile user who downloads the app on his
smartphone to browse the information provided by QRouteMe. He looks for the
exhibitor whose stand he wants to visit and so he select the features "found path".
At this point, the application asks to the visitor to scan the QR code closest to
its current location. Once decoded the QR code, the system shows on smartphone
screen a map of the pavilion in which it highlighted the exhibitor stand and the
path between this and the point where the visitor is.
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A.3 Implementations
A.3.1 Vinitaly 2011 in Verona, Italy
The QRouteMe system has been implemented in several exhibitions. Its debut
was coming to Verona in April 2011 on the occasion of the Vinitaly 2011. This
implementation, called "Sicilia@Vinitaly2011", was performed within the pavilion
used by wine producers that join in the "Istituto Regionale della Vite e del Vino
della Regione Sicilia", the Sicily’s Institute for the promotion of regional wines
and producers. In this pavilion of 8,000 square meters, 14 fixed information points
were installed with an ad hoc interface for the fruition of information about the
Sicilian wineries and their wines.
The system contained information on 234 exhibitors for each of which has
created a QR to direct access to their information sheet. The system provided free
Wifi to its users and also included a mobile website for smartphone and a devices
application ("app") for mobile devices with the operating system iOS (iPhone,
iPod, iPad). Sicilia@Vinitaly2011 recorded, during the five-day of fair, around
40,000 page view, 5,000 Wifi access, 500 iPhone App distributed. This app is still
available on the Apple Store and with more than 2,000 downloads to date.
A.3.2 London International Wine Fair 2011 in London,
UK
For the second time QRouteMe was implemented in London International Wine
Fair in May 2011, a big international wine fair. An area of 400 sq. mt. in which
25 Sicilian wineries exposed their product, in which we deployed 3 touch screen
totems. This was a small implementation of Sicilia@Vinitaly2011 that represent a
simplification of the QRouteMe system. A peculiarity of this implementation was
the building of a section to navigate the exhaustive information about the Sicilian
wine that the visitors of fair could taste at the tasting desk.
A.3.3 Fruit Logistica 2012 in Berlin, Germany
Another application of QRouteMe was implemented in Berlin in February 2012
in occasion of Fruit Logistica 2012. This is the world’s leading trade fair for
the fresh fruit and vegetable business to which 20 Sicilian agricultural producers
exposed own product. In this occasion, inside an area of 400 sq. mt., the users
had access to information, by means of both 2 kiosks (interactive totems), 10 iPad
(tablet PCs), suitably placed close to the exhibitors booths, and through their
own smartphones, if equipped with the needed hardware/software features. Even
in this case we deployed a website formatted for presentation of contents on mobile
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devices and an application ("app") for iOS mobile devices, made available for free
at the Apple Store.
The self-location task on site has been accomplished by kiosks (totem) showing
on the screen the highlighted kiosk position on the stand plan.
The exhibitors information data have been made available directly, using QR
codes (quick response code) assigned to each exhibitor, and integrated with the
printed graphics of each booth. In addition, a video trailer (duration 1 minute)
was created and installed on the 2 totems to indicate its interactivity.
In this implementation the use of system was more focused on the iPad App
than on the totems, because the producers used the tablets like a tool for their
product promotion to the fair’s visitors. This app is still available on the Apple
Store and it has been downloaded about 2,000 times from all around the world so
far.
A.3.4 ProWein 2012 in Dusseldorf, Germany
QRouteMe was implemented on March 2012 in Dusseldorf in occasion of Prowein
2012, that is considered the world leading trade fair for the wine and spirits in-
dustry. Similarly to the London International Wine Fair, this was a small imple-
mentation of Sicilia@Vinitaly2011, with three fixed information kiosks within an
area of about 400 sq. mt. and 30 Sicilian exhibitors participating to the event.
A.3.5 Vinitaly 2012 in Verona, Italy
The last QRouteMe implementation was putted inside a bigger project called Si-
ciliaWineCloud, that was built in occasion of Vinitaly 2012, the bigger Italian
exhibit of wine that is held every year in Verona.
WineCloud is an integrated project of communications and promotions dedi-
cated to the Wines of Sicily. WineCloud involves the building of an application
for mobile devices and another one for kiosks (upgradeable of all the other events
organized by the customer). That system allows the connection of the main actors
in the promotion like the IRVOS (Istituto Regionale della Vite e del Vino - Re-
gione Sicilia), wineries and wine world enthusiasts, in order to achieve a virtuous
cycle of involvement with the following communicational objectives: to put Sicil-
ian wine in the center of attention of promotional word and to allow involvement
of communication actors for 365 days a year, considering the wine exhibit like a
great moments of focus and launch for the system.
From the other side, the benefits to the customer are manifold and include the
following availability:
• A virtual fair service, where the actors are present round-the-year;
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Figure A.2: Real time infographic
• An high value added services to be provided to wine producers (QR certified
promocommunicational additional space, access by businesses to the user
base acquired);
• A system of promotional communication for institutional purpose covering
all major Internet channels (web and social networks).
Similarly to Sicilia@Vinitaly2011, the SiciliaWineCloud application for Vinitaly
2012 consisted of 14 information points (touch screen totem), fixed inside a pavilion
of 8,000 sm., with ad-hoc software for the information fruition, 187 exhibitors for
which he was created a QR for direct access to information in context, free WiFi,
a website formatted for presentation of content on mobile devices, an application
("app") for mobile devices with iOs operating system (iPhone, iPod, iPad) and the
construction of a back-end and front-end platform to manage both the information
about the wineries and the promotional advises that was displayed inside screen.
Compared to other QRouteMe applications, SiciliaWineCloud has seen the
introduction of some innovations. The first was the creation of an interactive
social game, called "My Top Wine", that provided the possibility to rate the wines
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tasted by mobile users. During the four days of exhibit, the system rewards the
best wine and one of users who voted for him.
The second innovation consisted of a real-time "infographic" dashboard pro-
jected in the Business Area, that showed the real time totem usage and wines
votes (Figure A.2). These two innovations have made the system more attractive
to the user, who has been involved in the first person to express their prefer-
ences about wines. The social aspect of SiciliaWineCloud has increased the usage
statistics of the system compared to those recorded the previous year to the same
event.
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